Reading Galatians (2)
At first sight, the letter to the Galatians is not altogether easy. It deals with a controversy that seems deeply rooted in a world to which most of us do not belong – folk insisting upon circumcision and the like as markers of faith identity – and picks up issues few will have on the tip of our tongues, such as the debate over descent from Abraham. And then, when these issues are unpacked, there is another problem: can we truly live by faith alone, or do we not just need to take refuge in rules and laws? Miroslav Volf has commented (with the help of Jeffrey Rosen) that in the present climate where the individual’s freedom to do whatsoever he or she wants is more politically correct than it ever has been, so also there has been an explosion of “legalisms”; manners and mores may have collapsed, but therefore there are many more laws (and of course challenges to laws, to get better laws!). Freedom is scary. Paul will have to deal with that.
In my first essay on “Reading Galatians”, I covered the material in Galatians 1.1 up to 4.11. This essay takes up the section from 4.11 (again!) through to 5.12. Whereas the passion of Paul is very obvious throughout the letter, it is in this section that we understand his mixture of anger and drive is underpinned by anxiety (4.11, 20), in particular worry on behalf of people he had already given so much to. Like Paul, we often become strained when we love greatly and yet things are out of kilter. He writes poignantly of the time when the relationship between himself and the Galatians was so beautiful, and contained so much promise. His concern is that something so very lovely is in danger of being lost, namely the possibility of the image of Christ being formed within those who believe (4.19). That is where the Gospel leads, to a marvellous exchange of our weak human natures with the perfect human (and divine) nature of Jesus Christ.
How can people miss out on this? In the context of Galatians, the problem is false teaching, so-called wisdom that is in fact misguided. No doubt that is forever true! For the Galatians, the argument which distracted them seemed to say that Paul’s teaching drew away from the heritage of faith – the promises given to Abraham and Isaac and Jacob which went thereafter in a straight line to the law of Moses given on Sinai and the focusing of worship in the Temple in Jerusalem. Paul, the opponents would say, had become a renegade, which was evident in the way he was as it were ditching how God had acted in the past. Paul therefore sets about arguing against this; indeed he argues the complete opposite. He makes his claim to keeping in line with Abraham and Isaac; in seeing the Mosaic Law within its God-given context; in holding to a faith focused not in the earthly but in the heavenly Jerusalem.
As before, Paul can only see “slavery” as the outcome of being so bound to legalism. A yoke of slavery, and the dead-endedness associated with that, is hardly the Gospel of Christ, who came to set people free. The only way Paul’s opponents go is into the enforcement of circumcision, which literally cuts against (!) the receiving of God’s grace. To demand that one thing be done is only the opening to saying that all things must be done for us to merit the love of God, and this is a disastrous argument, since we are not capable of doing that, and it makes Christ’s coming and dying on the cross for the forgiveness of sin superfluous. Therefore at the climax of this section, Paul writes that “righteous hope” or “the hope of righteousness” – a sure confidence of being able to stand in the presence of God, and in fellowship with others, despite our personal failings – depends on the Spirit and on faith (5.5). Without the Spirit we have not begun; without faith we shall not complete. Paul will take up, here as elsewhere, the notion of running a race as a picture of the Christian life (5.7): it is not all over, what we are about, rather there is a path of obedience awaiting us. We cannot rest on our laurels, so the phrase goes. No-one can say, I’ve got there (other than Christ). As Paul understood it (in other letters too), a real danger of being legalistic is premature, and misplaced, pride; a closed group, not open to anyone except under certain conditions. Always passionate, he wishes those who advocate circumcision would emasculate themselves. Is it throwaway vindictiveness, or rather a desire that if that were to happen – given that under the Law eunuchs were outside the Covenant – those finding themselves there might rejoice in faith (cf. Acts 8!)?
Under the Law, the cross of Christ is an “offence” (5.11). Therefore the Law has to be revalued for what it is, an interim stage of revelation. And now, having dealt at length with much of what his opponents were throwing at him, Paul has a last, very important matter to deal with. The Gospel has been given to engender “faith working through love” (5.6). What exactly is that? Is Paul giving a “carte blanche” for almost anything? How much freedom is there, according to the Gospel (5.1)? The next section of the letter will pick this up.



